
Why Invest in  
Writing Assistance? 

*Average calculated from 40 recent Grammarly Business trials.

of the Fortune 500 have 
employees that use 
Grammarly96%
minutes saved per 
employee per day on 
average with Grammarly* 32+

Accelerate Workflows  
with Grammarly Business

REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION ASSISTANCE FOR ENTERPRISE TEAMS

From instantly creating a first draft to perfecting every message, Grammarly’s AI helps over 70K teams 
get their point across—and get results—without compromising security or privacy. 

Save Time, Everywhere Teams Write 
Reduce routine work with in-line, generative 
AI that understands your organization, 
available in over 500K applications.

Enhance Information Flow
Break down silos and unblock information 
flow with company context intelligently 
surfaced in your existing workflows.

Deliver High-Quality, On-Brand Writing
Reinforce your brand in every customer 
touch point with AI that understands 
company tone, style, and writing standards. 

Joe 
Miller

11:20 AM

When words have many meanings:


"Dad, we have an early release today."


"Wow, congrats! What are you releasing?"


"Us, from school, earlier than usual."


"Oh..."


Marina 
Diaz

12:00 PM

All in favor of the Oxford comma, say “Aye.” 


“Ending a case that electrified punctuation pedants, grammar goons and comma connoisseurs, Oakhurst Dairy settled 

an overtime dispute with its drivers that hinged entirely on the lack of an Oxford comma in state law.”


https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/09/us/oxford-comma-maine.html

Jenn 
Andersen

12:07 PM

I’m a fan of the Oxford comma.

Brett 
Woods

12:09 PM

I don’t really care, but consistency is key!

Correctness: - Spelling

that lobsters communicate has 

  my interest.
peeked piqued
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to me

9:14 AM (8 hours ago)

Aliqua id fugiat nostrud irure ex duis ea quis id quis ad et. Sunt qui esse pariatur duis deserunt mollit dolore cillum minim tempor 

enim. Elit aute irure tempor cupidatat incididunt sint deserunt ut voluptate aute id deserunt nisi.

Looking forward to it! We will be there! Thanks for the update!
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Job Title: Customer Success Manager



Reporting to: Director of Customer Success



Location: Anywhere



Responsibilities: 


• Manage customer accounts to ensure 

customer satisfaction and retention.


• Work closely with customers to identify 

needs and preferences and proactively 

offer solutions.


Write a job description for a 


customer success manager

Insert Rephrase
Shorten it Simplify it

Improve it Adjust tone

Solutions 

Marketing 
Produce compelling, on-
brand content faster, while 
elevating quality and 
reducing revision cycles.

Sales 
Save time generating 
thoughtful outreach and 
replies, giving teams more 
time to sell. 

Customer Support 
Resolve customer issues 
faster and with more polish 
to improve customer 
experiences. 

Human Resources
Ease onboarding, support 
DEI programs, upskill 
employees, and recruit more 
effectively.



Put an end to unclear emails, misunderstood messages, and meaningless docs. 

Contact us or sign up at GRAMMARLY.COM/BUSINESS

Fuel Your Team’s Success

Product Features

Generative AI
Instantly generate first 
drafts and refine text 
with access to in-line 
generative AI built for 
organizations.

Style Guides 
Enforce company brand 
guidelines with 
responsive style 
suggestions assisting 
teams as they write. 

Snippets 
Drive consistency and 
speed with a library 
of pre-approved, 
commonly-used text 
for teams to access.

Brand Tones 
Make the best 
impression on 
customers and 
reinforce your brand 
voice with real-time 
guidance on tone. 

Analytics
Get visibility into team 
communication and 
improve skills over time 
with access to analytics 
dashboards.

In-Line Suggestions 
Improve writing with 
real-time, in-line 
suggestions for spelling 
and grammar, 
conciseness, clarity, 
inclusive language, and 
more.

Knowledge Share
Stop context switching 
and searching for 
information with 
company context 
intelligently surfaced in 
workflows.
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Enterprise-Grade Security

Grammarly has over 14 years of experience in secure, private, and responsible AI. We go to great lengths to 
ensure your data remains private and protected—so you can move forward with the knowledge that every aspect 

is built to uncompromising standards. 

Trusted by Teams 


